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More than Sandcastles
On Art and Design in post-hype Dubai
You don’t have to dust off any archive to see Dubai’s quick zero-hero-alleged zero
turnabout. But those with business class destination-deficiency syndrome do not
dictate life and art, and as Mark Twain quipped ‘reports of my death have been
greatly exaggerated’. Surveying the fortunes & development of the regional art
and design scenes, one resident expatriate also profiles the work of ‘local’ artists
Rokni & Ramin Haerizadeh and Hassan Sharif.

texts ADRIAN MURPHY
photos KATRIN GREILING except where mentioned otherwise

On the walls of the Isabelle van den Eynde gallery in
Dubai hangs new artwork by Algerian artist Zoulikha
Bouabdellah depicting scenes from the Kama Sutra in
neon Arabic lettering. This may sound unlikely in a
Muslim country but it is typical of the groundbreaking nature of Middle Eastern artists and the art scene,
not just in Dubai or the region, but internationally. Last
year the Western press was writing Dubai off as it defaulted on its debts amid the global financial crisis. But
unlike the West, none of the more than 40 art galleries that have opened in the Emirate in the past eight
years has closed, and it is one area of the economy that
continues to thrive. In March 2011 the UAE will be
the main destination for anyone interested in Middle
Eastern, Asian and African art when two of the most
important events in the region, Art Dubai and the Sharjah Biennial, will be held. ‘The gallery scene in Dubai
has more contemporary galleries than any other city in
the Arab world and is a window to the world for Iranian artists,’ says Antonia Carver the newly appointed
director of Art Dubai. ‘What is really fascinating for me
is that this art scene has grown organically. In Dubai it’s
entrepreneurs, artists and collectors who have driven
the scene, so it is not forced by the government.’
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Gallery Explosion

The region is in no way bereft of quality art galleries
with government initiatives such as the Museum of Islamic Art in Doha, designed by I M Pei, Tehran Museum of Contemporary Art and independent spaces
including The Townhouse Gallery, Cairo and the Beirut
Arts Centre. It also has the audiences with Art Dubai,
launched in 2007 as a commercial art fair, last year attracting more than 40,000 visitors and showcasing 72
galleries from 31 countries. The Sharjah Biennial established in 1993 is a counterpoint showing new, conceptual art and widely popular in the art world.

Scene from the Kama Sutra in
neon Arabic lettering by Algerian
artist Zoulikha Bouabdellah at the
Isabelle van den Eynde gallery in
Dubai. (facing page, top)
Meanwhile at The Empty Quarter,
UAE. (facing page, bottom)

Art Dubai is now seen as being at the heart of the art
world’s shift from its roots in Europe and America to
Asia, and feeds off Dubai’s historic links as a trading
hub and its recent development as a modern Arab city
with airport links to 200 destinations. ‘The best thing
that happened to us was Art Dubai. It’s given us such
a boost and it meant we were dealing with professionals from Europe and had to increase our standards,’
says Isabelle van den Eynde. Van den Eynde’s gallery
opened in 2005 and was the culmination of three years
work with husband Arnaud Rivieren in unearthing tal-
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Sultan Sooud Al-Qassemi with
the work of artist Jeffar Khaldi
‘Good Stamp’, 2009, acrylic on
canvas, 250cm x 250cm
Facing page:
Elie Domit, the creative director of
The Empty Quarter, background
photographs of Miyuki Okuyama
(top, left)
Sultan Sooud Al-Qassemi with
the work of artist Halim Al Karim
‘Untitled 1’ from the series Kings
Harem, Lamda print, 2009
(top, right)
© Photo: Siegrid Demyttenaere
Hetal Pawani (left), the director
of The Jam Jar together with
Rachael Brown, Head of Special
Projects (bottom)

ented Iranian artists, including Rokni and Ramin Haerizadeh (see profile) who are living in exile in Dubai.
‘At first it was about giving artists an audience, now I
really want to address the development and career of
the artists,’ she adds. Van den Eynde’s gallery is part
of a group of art spaces that launched in the Al Quoz
industrial estate, creating a kind of art quarter, albeit
in a fragmented manner in a dusty part of town. One
of the key ingredients to this explosion of galleries has
been the laissez-faire attitude of the Dubai authorities,
however, this has also resulted in few galleries actually
having trade licences, which makes it difficult to obtain
visas for employees and artists as well as sponsorship.
Yet the situation is not being neglected and in June, 12
galleries formed the Dubai Art Galleries Association to
address the issue.
Shattering Stereotypes

Further north in Sharjah, home of the Emirates Fine
Art Society founded in 1980 by conceptual artist Hassan Sharif (see profile), is where the contemporary art
movement in the UAE started. It is here that Sultan
Sooud Al-Qassemi recently launched the Barjeel Art
Foundation and opened the Maraya Art Centre, which
showcases some of his 500 artworks, including a painting by Sharif. ‘Ultimately the aim of the Foundation
is to tell the story of the Arab world through art,’ says
the 31-year-old. ‘This is a unique example as it is the
first foundation dedicated to Emirati art but we should
really have two dozen of these.’ Al-Qassemi’s art collection is a breathtaking documentation of Arab artists’
work from 1950 to the present and represents Emirati
visual artist Reem Al Ghaith, who exhibited work at
the Centre Pompidou in May. In the capital Abu Dhabi,
which has just over 10 galleries, a new fair, Abu Dhabi
Art was launched in November last year and the city
is currently building new branches of the Louvre and
Guggenheim museums. ‘People say to me “why do we
need the Louvre?” and I say “why not? This is good
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and it will benefit us in some way”,’ says Sharif. Connecting this myriad of galleries is the inventive brains
behind The Jam Jar gallery in Dubai, which publishes
the Art Map booklet three times a year, showing the
location of all the galleries and museums and a list of
exhibitions. The Jam Jar also has a workshop, organises theatre and film nights and operates an Art Bus to
all the fairs as well as running the website artinthecity.
com. ‘We are filling the gaps as we see things that need
to be done,’ says director Hetal Pawani. ‘We thought
there could be a better way for people to approach
art and not feel inhibited by it.’ Another initiative by
Emirati entrepreneurs Ahmed and Rashid bin Shabib
is Shelter, a mixed-use work and meeting place in Al
Quoz, which is a favourite venue for many of the city’s
talks and events and frequented by its creative class.
The brothers have recently opened a similar venture in
Sharjah and are working on one in Abu Dhabi.
As the art scene develops other fields are also opening
up in photography with the launch in March last year of
The Empty Quarter Gallery. Its mission is to show photography as fine art (framing and production is done in
Europe) and not as, what creative director Elie Domit
calls, ‘junk food photography geared towards advertising’. The Empty Quarter, along with Isabelle van den
Eynde gallery, was invited to Paris Photo in 2009 and
will again be attending this year’s event. As the region
opens itself up to all things art other initiatives such
as Edge of Arabia, representing Saudi Arabian artists,
are showcasing work internationally and held a show
at the 6th Berlin Biennial. The result of this bourgeoning at scene, anchored by Art Dubai, is that works like
Bouabdellah’s, which tackle taboos, are becoming more
frequent - shattering long held stereotypes.
www.ivde.net, www.sharjahbiennial.org, www.artdubai.ae,
www.thejamjardubai.com, www.theemptyquarter.com,
www.barjeelartfoundation.com
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Rokni and Ramin Haerizadeh
Rokni and Ramin Haerizadeh
in their apartment

For brothers Rokni and Ramin Haerizadeh, and countless other modern Iranian artists, to be in exile is a way
of life and in their case what is Iran’s loss is certainly
the UAE’s gain. The siblings, two of Iran’s leading lights
in contemporary art, have been living in the UAE since
visiting Art Dubai in March 2009 after a friend warned
them not to return to Tehran. Such is the political nature of their paintings and collages the Islamic regime
banned them from showing their work in 2007, referring to them as ‘devil worshipping artists’. ‘At the beginning we came to Dubai for a week,’ says Rokni. Before changing the place they called home, the brothers
had previously been in London where their work was
on show at the Saatchi gallery’s major show, Unveiled:
New Art from the Middle East.
However, despite their trials and bizarre labels, the
reality is that Rokni and Ramin are mild-mannered,
good-humoured and highly talented artists. This is
reflected in exhibition titles such as: Oh Victory! You
Forgot Your Underwear. Ramin’s collages draw inspiration from the time just before and since the 1979
Islamic revolution, including depictions of the former
Shah and his wife, while Rokni’s paintings reveal events
in Persian history as well as modern day events such
as last year’s elections. At their June exhibition, ‘Rokni
and Ramin Haerizadeh’, at Thaddaeus Ropac Gallery in
Paris, Iranian expatriates from all political persuasions
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verbally attacked them for their depiction of members
of the ousted royal family and the 2009 elections as
well as for being generally un-Islamic.
They say the aim of their work is to destroy icons and
bring things back down to earth, and through their
work we get to see some of these icons in uncompromising situations. At Art Dubai 2010, Ramin had a
3m artwork removed and a piece of work featured on
the back page of hundreds of copies of Canvas magazine’s daily newsletter at the fair had to be blacked
out. Called Untitled, the picture depicted children in a
classroom listening to Empress Pahlavi as they chewed
on crumpled papers displaying her image (all the children were Ramin dressed in a chador). Yet despite such
censorship - it is not okay to show nudity - the two
brothers have many admirers in Dubai’s art scene and
have been exhibiting their work in the Emirate’s galleries since 2005. One of these galleries was B21, now
Isabelle van den Eynde gallery, which represents them,
and in March next year their next big project will be
unveiled at the 10th Sharjah Biennial. In the meantime,
the brothers live in a 42nd floor apartment overlooking the sea, with contemporary artworks adorning the
walls and AstroTurf on the floors.

Hassan Sharif
Hassan Sharif is considered the father of conceptual art
in the UAE and, at 59, still plays an active role in the
country’s art scene, which he helped kick-start three decades ago. Sharif was the spearhead of the contemporary
art movement in the UAE from 1980 onwards when he
founded the Emirates Fine Arts Society in Sharjah, established the Group of Five - bringing artists together to
philosophise and teach art - as well as helping with the
inception of the Sharjah Biennial in 1983. Before this,
from 1970 to 1979, Sharif was a renowned caricaturist
for Arabic newspapers, which he gave up to study fine
art and design at Byam Shaw School of Art in London,
between 1979 and 1984. It was here that he studied
contemporary art movements, being particularly influenced by the Arte Povera movement. ‘During this time I
began opening a dialogue with my contemporaries and
the wider society about art and its meaning,’ he says.
Like many pioneers, Sharif was criticised by journalists
and academics at the time, who would ask him: ‘why
are you doing this, we liked your cartoons?’ or tell him
straight ‘this is nonsense’. ‘My philosophical questioning
had become deeper and I consider myself one of the first
artists in the UAE that began to ask, “What is art? What
art do we need and what is its function?”’A major shift
in Sharif’s outlook came in 1999 when he stepped back
from his patriarchal role and began to focus more on his
own art. Over the years Sharif’s paintings, installations

Hassan Sharif in his studio
at The Flying House talking
about the objects he is currently
working on (all images)

and sculptures have been exhibited across the Middle
East, Europe and the Caribbean.
Sharif is now a resident artist at the Flying House gallery
and studio in Al Quoz, established by his brother and
artist Abdul Raheem. In 2009 Sharif contributed work to
the first Abu Dhabi International Sculpture Symposium
and his next exhibition of work, with aluminium sheet
and copper wire, will be at the Emirates Fine Arts Society’s 29th annual exhibition in December 2010.
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Al Dhafra Camel Beauty Festival
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This page, clockwise:
Tea serving tent during the sand storm / Judges coordinating their decisions during the
competition / Camels owners stimulating their camels with megaphone sounds during the
camel beauty competition / Young Emirati boy awaiting the result of the camel beauty
competition / Dancing camel owners to celebrate their camels, Million Street, Al Dhafra
Facing page, clockwise:
Mohammed in his dormancy tent / Tents during a sand storm / The judges / Mohammed
with family members in his Majilis / Judges take a closer look
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Dubai: Grounds for Design
Shelter, Al Quoz (above, left)
Rashid and Ahmad Shabib in the
store room of Shelter (top, right)
Ahmad Angawi (right) in
conversation of labourers
in Al Quoz (above, right)
Previous spread:
All images made at the Al Dhafra
Camel Beauty Festival
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In May 2007 the first International Design Forum (IDF)
was held in Dubai with many designers and academics
hoping it would be the start of a new wave of product design and academic institutions in the region. Yet
three years on and the Middle East is still waiting for its
first design academy and dedicated course in product
design and the IDF has yet to see a sequel.
In the UAE with its glittering malls and population of
seven million, made up of more than 80 per cent expatriates from 180 countries, there is perhaps the best
chance in the region to make product design a successful part of the economy. This is, however, made more
complex by the country’s (and in particular Dubai’s)
penchant for retail chains and a cut & paste mentality
that lacks originality. But within this fast food landscape
there have been initiatives such as Traffic, a design
agency and gallery, launched by Emirati Rami Farook in
2007. Traffic established the UAE’s first design competition in 2008 and has given the younger generation a
taste of the nuances of the design world. More recently
Tasmena, an interdisciplinary design institute based in
Dubai, was established and has put back on the agenda
the needs and the role of design in the UAE. Things
are also stirring at the American University of Sharjah,
which has now developed a minor in product design as
part of its College of Architecture, Art and Design. ‘This
idea of defining design in the Middle East is difficult as

here we start from the basics and the nearest we can get
is graphic design,’ says Dean Peter Di Sabatino. ‘The
curve of maturation in understanding art and design
are intense in the region, it has been a steep and rapid
curve. Right now in our research we are scratching the
surface but there is huge potential.’
German-Swedish furniture designer Katrin Greiling,
who has been living in the UAE for the past three years,
puts this lack of design in the Gulf down to the discovery of oil and the speed at which they have embraced
Western lifestyles. Being an ‘outsider’, 32-year-old
Greiling says she is at an advantage as she has been
able to discover habits and objects that people living
here cannot see. Her Bidoun Sofa Series, commissioned
by Bidoun Projects for its Art Park at the 2009 Art Dubai and subsequently used at the UAE Pavilion at last
year’s Venice Biennial, is a case in point. The sofas are
inspired by the Bedouin’s nomadic traditions and the
need for lightweight movable objects for their daily
needs. ‘If you look at design you can use the word evolution. It is a reflection of culture and technical innovation,’ she says. ‘Dubai is a unique case as there was a
very huge jump in this evolution instead of having a
natural slow development of their culture.’ But Greiling
believes Emiratis now have the confidence to look back
at their traditions as they understand the West and can
now see the value their heritage has.

It is this understanding of the functions of design and
the community that the organisers of Tasmena, a twoyear pilot project, are trying to instil with their series
of idea labs, workshops and a community award.
‘When we started Tasmena, developing product design
was one of its missions,’ says Yunsun Chung-Shin, cofounder and assistant professor at the Art and Design
Department at Dubai’s Zayed University. ‘We thought
design should be supported and nurtured but we know
that the bottom line is it has to impact the UAE economy.’ There are international design & architect ‘stars’
from the region, but while one may hold up the likes
of Dubai architect Khalid Alnajjar as an example, many
links refer to ‘born in’ and there are few people following in their footsteps. The reality in UAE is that specialist product design outlets, away from fashion, have not
fared well in the past with trendsetting stores such as
Five Green and 50°C that commissioned products from
local designers both closing in recent years.

Ahmad Angawi, 28, who is from Saudi Arabia and was
one of two local designers taking part in Droog al Arab’s
social laboratory, says this kind of interaction between
the Middle East and Europe is essential. ‘Like anything
else you need to interact with different people and
places,’ says Angawi, who has his own product design
company Here and There. ‘This only enhances your
work rather than just copying. I spend a lot of my time
travelling around the Middle East and try to find products designed and made in the region. I am interested
in the pre-design, the story of the traditional products
and the benefits they can have today.’

Jurgen Bey trying the local head
attire, a ghuttra, in a shop at the
Big Red Dune on Hatta Road (left)
Omran Al-Owais, Ahmad Angawi
and Emmeline de Mooi at the
beach of Jumeirah Beach
Residences (right)
Jurgen Bey in local attire,
climbing Fossil Rock; Droog Al
Arab team in the background
(below)

The challenge now is to continue this momentum and
not stagnate, and maybe in another three years’ time
that design academy and a healthy batch of product
designers could be a reality.

The economic downturn of 2009 and the UAE’s hesitancy in embracing independently designed products
as consumers has also meant a rethink of Dubai design
agency and studio Traffic’s business model. The design
studio was the first space in the UAE to sell furniture
by Vitra, Magis and Established & Sons. But since
2007, things have changed and with the opening of
new premises in the autumn, these products will only
be sold online. Traffic’s founder Rami Farook has instead launched a new design company called Local and
will specialise in furniture, accessories, stationery and
clothing. Traffic he says will now be the face of a new
centre for contemporary art where he will use his own
art collection of more than 150 works, in a series of
shows starting in October. ‘In our first year we had 50
per cent growth each month from retail but by January
2009 the good times were over and retail dropped 50
per cent over the year,’ he says.
The reputation Traffic has for its forays into design was
rewarded in May when it hosted Dutch conceptual
design company Droog’s first social design laboratory,
called Droog al Arab. These labs, which will tour cities
throughout the world, try to identify urgencies in design and the culmination of the week-long lab in Dubai
was Platform, a social networking site to bring together designers, producers, wholesalers and academics.

www.shelter.ae, www.viatraffic.org, www.tasmena.org,
www.katringreiling.com, www.droog.com/lab/droog-al-arab/
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Design objects from the Middle East
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Collected or created by Katrin Greiling

1. Chewing gum, UAE / 2. Tool belt I, Amman, Jordan / 3. Wire bowl, Esfahan, Iran / 4. Hook, Istanbul, Turkey / 5. Tool belt II, UAE / 6. T-shirt Dubai Limited edition, design Katrin Greiling,
Graniph, Japan / 7. Bidoun bench, 1400 x 450 x 430 mm, design Katrin Greiling, Traffic, UAE / 8. Incense, Muscat, Oman / 9. Spade, find, UAE / 10. Canister, UAE / 11. Leather slippers, Indian
Pavilion at the Global Village, UAE / 12. Cups for Arabic coffee, UAE / 13. Soft drink, UAE / 14. Carpet, Afghan Pavilion at the Global Village / 15. Bidoun coffee table, 900x45x120mm, design
Katrin Greiling, Traffic, UAE / 16. Wooden spoon, Syrian Pavilion at the Global Village, UAE / 17. Water can, UAE / 18. Juice cup, Saudi Arabia / 19. Coaster, UAE
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20. Hat-Hat guest bed, commissioned by Wallpaper*, design Katrin Greiling / 21. Washcloth, Esfahan, Iran / 22. Canvas bag, Cairo, Egypt / 23. Gold too, bracelet, design Katrin Greiling /
24. Brotvogel, design Katrin Greiling / 25. Part of dress, Afghanistan / 26. Vegetable, Lu Lu Hypermarket, UAE / 27. Wooden hammer, find, UAE / 28. Model study Bidoun, UAE / 29. Photograph
of construction site, Katrin Greiling, UAE / 30. Bidoun sofa, 2000x900x330mm, design Katrin Greiling, Traffic, UAE / 31. Paper cups, Dubai, UAE / 32. Book ‘Aesthetics & Rituals in the UAE’,
Dubai, UAE / 33. Metallic film for making burqas I, Dubai, UAE / 34. Metallic films for making burqas II, Dubai, UAE / 35. Can, Dubai, UAE / 36. Plastic bag, Indian Pavilion at the Global Village, UAE
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